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1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to give basic solutions of wave equations in an unlimited
medium for micropolar thermoelasticity and, in particular, to present in a closed
form the wave functions as well as the displacement, rotation and temperature
fields formed in an unlimited space under the action of a concentrated force, of
a couple or else a concentrated heat source changing harmonically in time.

Let us consider, first, the system of linearized equations of micropolar thermo-
elasticity [1]:

(1.1) O+a) V2 u+(A+,a - a) grad div u+2a rotoj+X = qa-\-v grad 0,

(1.2) (y+e) V2co+(/?+y —e) grad div o> —4ato+2a rot u+Y =/<U,

1 • . Q
(1.3) . V*0 0-7?divu= .

« • n

Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) are the equations of motion, while Eq. (1.3) is an expanded
equation of heat conductivity. These equations are coupled. In the above equations
the following notations are used: u denotes the displacement vector, OJ = the
rotation vector, X = the vector of body-forces, while Y stands for the vector of
body-couples. The symbols /J,, I, a, /?, y, s denote the material constants. 6 = T—T0

is the difference between the absolute temperature Tand the temperature of the body
To in natural state. Q stands for the function describing the intensity of heat sources.
« = /W@c is a coefficient, wherein Ao denotes the heat conductivity, Q = density
and ce = specific heat, the deformation being assumed constant. r\ = VTQ/XQ, where
v = {ZX-\-2[j) at, at denoting the coefficient of linear heat dilatation. Finally, Q =
= W/QCB, where W stands for the quantity of heat generated in a volume unit of
the body and within a time unit.

The quantities u, w, d, X, Y, Q are functions of the position x and time t.
The system of Eqs. (1.1)—(1.3) may be separated by decomposing the vectors

u, to and also X, Y into their potential and solenoidal parts introducing to this
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end into the system of Eqs. (1.1)—(1.3) the following Helmholtz representations

(1.4) u = grad0+rotW, d iv^ = O,

(1.5) w = grad 2"+rot H, div H = 0,

and

(1.6) X = G(grad#+rotx),

(1.7) Y = J(grad«r+rot»i),

We obtain in this way the following system of wave equations

(1.8) (niD-vi]dtV2)®= -QD$ Q,

1
(1.9) (D 1 Z)-V* V 2 ) 0 = -rnhV2® OiQ,

(1.10) B

(1.11) (D2 D4+4a2 V?) W = 2a/rotY] -

(1.12) (D2 D4+4«2 V2) H =

In the above formulae the following notations have been introduced

(1.13) D3 = (<3+2y) V2 - 4a - Jd], D4 = (y+«) V2 - 4a - ^ ,

' d d

Eq. (1.8) represents the longitudinal wave, Eq. (1.9) describes the thermal wave,
Eq. (1.10) is the expression for the rotation wave, while Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12)
correspond to transverse waves. Let us remark that the heat source Q and the body
forces X = Q grad # may induce in the infinite space only a longitudinal wave
and a temperature field.

Body forces X = Q rot x and body couples Y = / rot rj induce only transverse
waves not accompanied by the temperature field. Eq. (1.10) does not depend on the
remaining ones. The rotation wave may be provoked by the body couple
Y = /grad a. We assume that the action of causes inducing the wave disturbances
changes harmonically in time

(1.14) X (x, 0 = X* (x) e-imt, Y (x, t) = Y* (x) e~lmt, Q{x,t) = Q* (x) e imt

Thus, the effects provoked, namely the displacements u, rotations OJ and the functions
0, 27, 0, \P, H change harmonically in time also. Marking with an asterisk the ampli-
tudes of these functions, we reduce Eqs. (1.8)—(1.12) to the form
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(1.15) (V2+^)(V2+iM2)<Z)*= _ _ ( V 2 + 0 ) # * - — Q*t

1 cmx
(1.16) (V2+^i) (Va+juf) 0* = (V2+ff2) g * +• i ^_ V ; # * ,

(1.17) (V2+<4) 2* = - -r
C

(1.18) (

^ ^ 4(1.19)

The following notations have been introduced in the above equations

2a

© a) ;Vu
2p, cr2=—, a4=—, <l = -77

(-2 -̂4

The quantities f̂, ,a| are the roots of the equation

(1.20) [i* — fj,2[c2+q(l-\-s)]+<?2q = 0, s=

The roots k\, k2 are coupled quantities with real and imaginary parts. A more
detailed discussion of these roots was given in [2]. The quantities k\, k\ are the
roots of equation

(1.21) k*- &2 (4+<%+P (r - 2 ) ) + 4 (a2
4-2p) = 0.

Let us now consider the homogeneous, equation (1.15). The solution of this equation

has the form of the integrals — e±u'a R, a = 1, 2, 3. We shall take into consideration
J\

only the integral --ei/laR, as only the waves

r i i e-*«*
(1.22) Re I e-tat — eJ"aRJ = —— Vc

i}a — Im(/j,a), va = . , a = 1,2

are the divergent waves propagating from the origin of the system R = 0 to infinity.
Thus

(1.23) 0* = — (iVi e'''1 ^+-^2 ef''2 B ) , iVi, N2 = const
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and similarly

(1.24) 6* - — (Mi eilH R+M2 e^ R), Mx, M2 = const.

It is easily seen that these waves are dispersed, as the phase velocities va (a — 1,2)
depend on the frequency co. These waves are damped, as evidenced by the appearance
of the damping coefficient #a.

The discussion of Eq. (1.21) leads to the conclusion that the quantities k\, k% are
4a

real for O4>2poxw2 > — . The function (1.25) is the solution of the homogeneous
J

equation (1.18)

(1.25) ¥* = A—££

In the above formula two waves appear. They are both divergent, non-damped
but undergoing dispersion.

2. Effect of the concentrated force

Let us first consider the action of body forces. Since Y = 0, there is also a = 0
Y) = 0. In an infinite space the rotation wave will not appear. Thus, we have to solve
the following system of equations:

(2.1) (V2+/K?) (V2+/4) 0* = - -J (V2+?) #* ,

(2.2) (V2+A*?) (V2+A4) 0* - - ^ 3 - V2 0* ,

(2.3) (V2+/c?) (V2+AD »P* = - ^ JD2 x * ,

(2.4) (V2+/$ (V2+AD H* = 4 rot x •

In a general approach, the functions #* and #* for any arbitrary vector of body
forces will be determined from the formulae [4]

(2.5)
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We introduce into Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) the concentrated force X* =
= 6. (xi) d (x%) 6 {xi) dji acting at the origin of the coordinate system and oriented
along the xz-axis. In this way we get

1 d / 1
(2.7) 0 ( o * = —

4TVQ dxi \R

where

R = CcM-xl+xf)1'2, . / , / c J / = l ) 2 , 3 .

We have to solve the following system of equations

(2.8)

^ V 2

(2.9) (VH*?hV^K<<> ^

(2.10)

The solution of the system of Eqs. (2.8) is known; it was given by the present author
in a previous work [5]

1 d
(2.11) 0"># = F(R co)

Angco2 dxi '
where

1

R

The following notations have been introduced

0*i — 0) ff2 (/*! — ?) °2

Ay — 2 / 2 2T ' ^ 2 = = 1(1 27 ' -̂

For the temperature 0*w the following formula is obtained

qe d(2J2) °* =

The waves appearing in the formulae (2.11) and (2.12), i.e. — eilJaR,(a = 1,2)

are damped and dispersed.
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The solutions of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) have been given by the present author in [3]:

1 d I eikiR eik*R eik>R\

> + + ) ''z'/c = h2>3'R * R ' R

where
n1 k1 n2 — A2

2 — 1 2 1

and

d I eiklR eih*R 1
+ +

y , / = 1,2,3,

where

1 1

We derive formulae describing the displacements and rotations from Eqs. (1.4)
and (1.5). Since t\ — 0, we have

(2.15) u - grad <5+rot *F, w = rot H .

After some simple calculations we get

(2.16) * _ , £ • _ _ { « , ( - ! - ! jU ) +

~ Ai R " 7̂

Mjm * /")* (J) _ " 7 7 1 O T

(/.I/; (O, ~ Li, — 2 2 ,.2\ e«y« ,-.... 1 n I ' ] , K , l — l , l , 5 .

We have further to shift the concentrated force from the origin of the coordinate
system to point | . In this way we obtain the Green functions V* m (x, %), Q*(l) (x, ^)
and 0*W)(x, ?). Eqs. (2.16)—(2.18) hold true, i? denoting the distance between the
points x and %.

The functions Ufm(x,%) and .Q*(0 (x, ?) describe the displacement and rotation
tensors, respectively. Together with 0* a ) (x ,© they form the group of Green
functions for an unlimited medium — as a result of the action of the unitary and
concentrated force. Let us remark that for the rotation co* parallel to the xj-axis
we obtain the zero-value ( e ^ = 0).
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We shall now consider the case of the uncoupled problem. In the engineering
theory of stresses the term —jjdivu in Eq. (1.3) is disregarded. Thus Eqs. (1.1)
and (1.3) become uncoupled. Putting r\ = 0 (or s = 0*), which is equivalent, into
the formulae (2.16) and (2.17) we get

(2.18) »; = Uf* (x, 0 U - {* ( 1 ^

e""1 A —
(2.19) M* = Q*'"'

As may be easily seen, only the formula (,2.16) is changed.
Passing from the niicropolar to the classical elastic medium, we have to assume

in (2.18) and (2.19) a == 0. In this way we get the known formulae [4]

e«* 1 d d I etaR-ehR

(2.21) ^ »
1'2 « M+2M1 / 2

3. Effect of concentrated couples

Since X* = 0, there is #* = 0 and %* = 0, too. Assuming, moreover, Q* =' 0
we make sure that the functions 0* and 6* are also equal to zero. It means that
the action of concentrated couples does not induce the appearance of the longitudinal
wave. Thus we have to solve the following system of equations:

(3.1) • (V2+al)U*--\a*,
3

(3.2) (V2+/4)(V2+/$ W* = -f rot*)*,

(3.3) (V2+/c?) (W2+4) H* = - — D ^ *

The action of body couples results only in the appearance of the longitudinal wave —
described by Eq. (3.1), and of transverse waves — described by Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3).
They are not accompanied by the formation of a temperature field. Assume that
at point ^ a unitary concentrated moment is acting oriented along the xj-axis, i.e.
Y* = d (x — ?) 8ji. The quantities 0* and i\* will be determined from the formulae
resembling Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6). Denoting by V*m(x,%) the displacement tensor
and by W*m the rotation tensor we derive from the solutions of Eqs. (3.1)—(3.3)
the following formulae [3]:

*) For e = 0 there is /ii = a, /U2 = -\fq.
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r d « * *

<3 '4> U* = V*W = 4*JcM-® ^ to

(3.5) » ;

l,j,k= 1,2,3.

Here:

The function F/(l)(x, ?) and W}®(x,%) represent, respectively, the displacement
tensor and the rotation tensor which appears in an unlimited medium under the
action of a unitary concentrated couple Y* parallel to the xz-axis. Let us remark
that the displacement u* = V*V) = 0, since euk = 0.

4. Effect of concentrated heat sources

Assuming X = 0, Y = 0, Q — 0 we see that What remains from the system of
wave equations (1.15)—(1.19) is the system of the following two equations

(4.1) ( ^

(4.2) (

The above system of equations is identical with that describing the phenomena
occurring in the classical elastic medium. The solutions of these equations are known
[5J.

( 4 - 4 )

Since u* = grad $*, w* = 0 we get

d m

(4-6) ft>; = 0 , j = 1 , 2 , 3 .

In this way we obtained all the Green functions for the micropolar thermoelasticity.
The functions Uj9\ Q]«\ d*«\ V*a\ Wj^ and r/w> allow to determine - by
the method of superposition — the functions u* (x), to* (x), 0* (x) for any arbitrary
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distribution of body forces, body couples as well as heat sources within a limited
region.

Let us consider two particular cases.
a) Assume that a concentrated force X* — d (x — %) djr is acting at point \.

The action of this force will induce the appearance of the displacement field
U*ln(x,%), the rotation field Q*(r)(x,%) and the temperature field 0* ( ) ) (x ,§ .

Now, let us assume that at point Y) the body couple Y* = <5(x — *)) dji acts in-
ducing the displacement field V*<J) (x, Y]) and the rotation field W*(!) (x, rj).

To the above-mentioned causes we apply the reciprocity theorem, taken
from [6] and adapted for the causes varying harmonically in time.

nlw I J if if, if if, if, i, n, if - I

(Xt u{ +Y{ mi —Xt ut - Yt a>{)dV\ =
VXIW

(4.7)
V

= j (g*e*:-e*'G*>/F.
V

In view of the causes listed above under a) we have

JS(X~%) bjr V* U) (X, YJ) dV (X) = J 6 (X - Y)) <5;z Q* (r) (X, ?) rfF (X) .
V V

Hence, we obtain the most interesting relation

(4.8) V*(l) (£, Y)) = Q\(r) (Y), ?).

Bearing in mind Eqs. (2.19) and (3.4) we may assert, tha; the above relation is
verified.

b) Let a concentrated force X* = d (x — ?) <V act at point \. This action will
induce the appearance of the fields U*il\ &*(l), 0*a\ Assume that a heat source
with amplitude Q* = d (x — YJ) acts at the point r\. The action of this heat source
will provoke the appearance of the displacement field F* (x, YJ) and the temperature
field 6* (x, rf). Making use of Eqs. (4.7) we get

! ( x - 5 ) 8lr r; (X,Y)) dV(x) = - J <5(x-Y]) 0*<

hence,

(4.9)
y

As may be easily seen — bearing in mind Eqs. (2.12) and (4.5) — Eq. (4.9) is,
obviously, fulfilled.

Some attention should be paid to the two-dimensional problem.
If in an unlimited elastic medmm the concentrated force Xj = 6 (x{) d (x'2) e~lat 8JI

oriented along the xi-axis and distributed uniformly along the X3-axis is acting,
then the displacements and rotations will be independent of the variable x$.

Green functions appropriate for the two-dimensional problem may be obtained
by superposition starting with Green functions for the three-dimensional problem.
We take advantage of the formula (2.16) assuming that the concentrated force
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oriented along the xpaxis is acting at the point (0, 0, f 3). Integ-ating the t/*(1) function
along the x3-axis within the interval —oo |-oo we obtain the corresponding
Green functions for the two-dimensional problem.

Taking into account that

J
• exp — ika V r + «

,.,—* dh = 2K0 (-ikar) = OT//^0 (ka r), a = 1, 2,

where /• = (x^+x?,)1'2, we obtain from Eq. (2.16) the following formula:

(4.10) U;<» (X, 0) = - ^ {8n (k\ H^ (h r)+k\ H^ (k2

— — (2*1 H™ (kt r)+B2 <
} (k2 r) - Ax H^ (^ r) -

oxj axj

We have now to direct the concentrated force X* = <5 (x\) S (x^) 8ji along the
•Xj-axir (/ = 1,2) and to shift it from the origin of the coordinate system to point
% = (£u f2, 0). In this way we get

(4.11) U}®(xh x2;

+ Jx~]~dx~i(B

where r = [fa - ^i)2+(%2 -1 2)2]] 1 / 2 .
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B. HOBAITKHH, fcYHKIJHH TPHHA ^JIH MHKPOnOJMPHOH TEPMOYIIPy-
TOCTH

ocHOBHBie pemeHHfl fln<j>c|)epeHn;HajibH&ix ypaBHeHHii flux conpaaceHnoit MHicpo-

TepMoynpyrocTH. flaiOTCH fyyHKUjiii TpHHa a n a riepeMemeHHti, o6opoTOB H TeMnepa-

Typw, BBi3BaHHi>ix fleficTBHeM noonepeflHux HCTOHHHKOB: cocpeflOTOnenHOii eflHHHHiroti CHJIH,

cocpeflOTO'iemioro eflHHHHHoro MOMeHTa H cocpeflOToieiffloro eflHimiHoro HCTOHiimca

<£>yHKUHH TpHHa OTHOCOTCH K SecKOHeiHoS ynpyrofl cpefle.


